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Cisco Intent-Based Networking Overview

Duration: 1 Day      Course Code: GKCIS      Delivery Method: Virtual Learning

Overview:

Intent-Based Networking (IBN) offers a significant change in how networks are planned, designed, and operated.
Previously, tools were not available to declare intent and translate it into the device-level configurations. Instead, the network designer has to
capture manually derive individual network-element configurations to support he desired business requirements. This required the need to
configure specific VLAN, subnet, and security rules on each device in my network.
Intent-Based Networking solutions enable conventional practices to be replaced by controller-led and policy-based abstractions that easily
enable operators to express intent (desired outcome) and subsequently validate that the network is doing what they asked of it.

Virtual Learning

This interactive training can be taken from any location, your office or home and is delivered by a trainer. This training does not have any
delegates in the class with the instructor, since all delegates are virtually connected.  Virtual delegates do not travel to this course, Global
Knowledge will send you all the information needed before the start of the course and you can test the logins.

Target Audience:

Any networking engineer who want to learn about IBN.

Objectives:

After completing this course you should have an A basic understanding of Intent-Based Networking
understanding of the following:

Prerequisites: Testing and Certification

Attendees should meet the following prerequsites; Recommended as preparation for the following exams:

None required, only a desire to understand Intent-Based There are no exams aligned to this course. 
Networking.
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Content:

Overview of Intent-Based Networking Security is not an optional extra Cisco SD-Access
line line line

SD-Access Fabric Constructs
Why change from the way we do it at present TOGAF and Architectural Frameworks SD-Access Key Components and
line line Differences

SD-Access Wireless Integration
The need to fully integrate the wired and Cisco Digital Architecture Control-Plane Based on LISP
wireless world line The Fabric Data Plane based on VXLAN
line Cisco DNA Centre Fabric Policy Plane based on Cisco

Building Blocks of Intent-Based TrustSec
Enterprise Network Manual and Automated Underlay What’s
Insights and actions to drive faster the next step
business innovation
Automation and assurance to lower IT
costs
Security and compliance to reduce risk
as the organization

Further Information:
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